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Abstract—Text coherence analysis is the most challenging
task in Natural Language Processing (NLP) than other subfields
of NLP, such as text generation, translation, or text
summarization. There are many text coherence methods in NLP,
most of them are graph-based or entity-based text coherence
methods for short text documents. However, for long text
documents, the existing methods perform low accuracy results
which is the biggest challenge in text coherence analysis in both
English and Bengali. This is because existing methods do not
consider misspelled words in a sentence and cannot accurately
assess text coherence. In this paper, a text coherence analysis
method has been proposed based on the Misspelling Oblivious
Word Embedding Model (MOEM) and deep neural network.
The MOEM model replaces all misspelled words with the correct
words and captures the interaction between different sentences
by calculating their matches using word embedding. Then, the
deep neural network architecture is used to train and test the
model. This study examines two different types of datasets, one in
Bengali and the other in English, to analyze text consistency
based on sentence sequence activities and to evaluate the
effectiveness of this model. In the Bengali language dataset, 7121
Bengali text documents have been used where 5696 (80%)
documents have been used for training and 1425 (20%)
documents for testing. And in the English language dataset, 6000
(80%) documents have been used for training and 1500 (20%)
documents for model evaluation out of 7500 text documents. The
efficiency of the proposed model is compared with existing text
coherence analysis techniques. Experimental results show that
the proposed model significantly improves automatic text
coherence detection with 98.1% accuracy in English and 89.67%
accuracy in Bengali. Finally, comparisons with other existing text
coherence models of the proposed model are shown for both
English and Bengali datasets.
Keywords—Coherence analysis; deep neural network;
distributional representation; misspellings; NLP; word embedding

I.

INTRODUCTION

Text coherence analysis is a very well-known key term in
natural language processing for a text with multiple sentences
[1]. According to Mann and Thompson (1988), a text is
coherent in explaining the role that each paragraph plays in the
whole field. Text coherence measures the degree of logical
consistency for text which is a key property of any well-

organized text document. With the rapid development of digital
communication mediums such as social networks, mobile
devices, or online news portals it is more complex to identify
which information is consistent or inconsistent. Recently,
paperless assessment has increased rapidly and computers have
been used to evaluate assessment. It is very difficult to check
the consistency of text among sentences with sort time without
automatic evaluation. In social networks or mobile
communication, users usually use short text for their
communication or use their mobile devices for any type of
online assessment. During digital communication or online
assessment or reporting news sometimes a naive user may
misspell some word or couple of words in their whole text [2].
Common errors such as grammatical mistakes, vocabulary, or
syntax errors can easily be determined, but finding text
coherence between paragraphs is very difficult both in the
manual and computerized systems. It is very important to
automatically identify which news or information is valid or
coherent regarding other information. The following examples
show text coherence and news inconsistency. One example is
shown in Table I where Text 1 has logical consistency, but in
Text 2, the first sentence and the second sentence are logically
coherent but the second sentence with the third sentence is not
logically consistent.
Text coherence analysis is very important for many
reasons. For example, they can be used as the logical bridge
between different words, sentences, and paragraphs. Readers
easily detect ideas within each sentence and paragraph. Text or
paragraph without coherence not only makes it difficult to
determine the main idea but also reads the full text. Text
coherence checking in a short portion of the text is very easy
for humans, but in a large document that has thousands of
paragraphs or more is also difficult and time-consuming.
Dealing with text coherence using a machine is very
difficult. Foltz in 1998 [3] proposed the first text coherence
evaluation method using a machine. Later, many researchers
proposed several text coherence methods, but unfortunately, no
method is perfect for finding text coherence between words or
sentences or paragraphs. Many automatic summarization
methods that can extract summaries from a paragraph can also
check grammatically correct but are limited for text coherence
analysis. Considering coherence needs to check discourse
relations [4], finding common patterns during sentence
connection [5].
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TABLE I.

EXAMPLE OF LOGICAL CONSISTENT AND INCONSISTENT
AMONG SENTENCES

Bengali

English

এক ন
ন।

ক ৩০
ন। এ ন ,

ন

ন

ন

ক

ন

ন

ন
ন

ক ন।

A footballer broke his left leg
while playing for the national
team. The doctor advised him to
rest for 30 days. Because of this,
he stopped his regular practice for
a while.

Text1: label=1(coherent)

এক ন
ন।
ন
ন

ক ৩০
ক

ন। এ ন , ন
নএ ক

ন

ন
ন

ন ক ন।

A footballer broke his left leg
while playing for the national
team. The doctor advised him to
rest for 30 days. Because of this,
he gets out of bed very early and
practices regularly in the morning.

Text2: label = 0 (incoherent)

Recently, proposed coherence analysis methods [1, 6] have
been based on a deep learning framework that uses recurrent
and recursive neural networks for computing word vectors in
sentences. They capture the interaction between sentences by
identifying a set of coherence features and computing the
similarity between words which is useful for coherence
assessment but the main limitation is finding the right word to
measure similarity or interaction between sentences. If we
identify misspelling sentences and determine word vectors for
correct words from a misspelled word, it is a new dimension
for coherence analysis. Here is another example of text
coherence with misspelling words shown in Table II.
TABLE II.

TEXT IN CONSISTENT WITH MISSPELLED WORDS

Bengali

English

The above example contains some misspelled words such
as “
”, “
, “dissatified”, “phygical” which is logically
inconsistent based on existing text coherence analysis methods.
The composition is logically consistent between sentences
when the correct word is used for each misspelled word such as
(
=>
), (
=>
), (dissatified => dissatisfied),
(phygical => physical). Existing text coherence analysis
methods convert each word into multidimensional word
vectors using pretrained word embedding vectors such as
Word2vec [7, 8] and Glove [9] and calculate the text set by
considering the semantic and syntactic relationship between
sentences. However, they did not work on out of vocabulary or
misspelled words, and sometimes their results show that any
composition is locally inconsistent between the sentences that
are logically coherent.
Finding correct word from misspelling word is very
challenging work both in Bengali and English language
processing task. In Bengali language there have lot of variation
in word formation. Changing single character in a word can
modify the meaning of a single sentences. In this paper, a
modern text coherence analysis method using Misspelling
Oblivious Word Embedding Model (MOEM) and deep neural
network has been proposed to overcome the above limitation.
A set of commonly misspelled words is identified with their
correct words to find similarities between sentences and study
the coherence problem with a set of coherence features. First,
misspelling oblivious word embedding methods generate a
sentence matrix with the correct word vector and then apply a
deep neural network with a set to cohere to compute the
similarity among sentences. Finally, the proposed method
estimated the text coherence by combining word vectors and
similarity scores. The main contributions of this study are as
follows:
 Develop a corpus of 12000 text documents for English
and 8000 text documents for Bengali with misspelling
words from different social media and newspaper;
 Label each document as coherent and incoherent after
performing cleaning, stemming, stop-words removal,
normalization and tokenization;
 Identify misspellings with the correct spelling using the
MOEM model from the misspelled word dictionary set.
 Design a coherence model to identify English and
Bengali documents into coherent and incoherent
categories.

ন
(
)।
ন
(
)
এ
নক
ক ন
কন
ক
ন নক ন ন
,
নক
ন
ক ন নক

Tom is very dissatified (dissatisfied)
with his fat body. He likes to eat
fatty food and drink beer but has not
done any phygical (physical)
exercise. So, I think she should do
regular physical exercise.

 Compare the performance of the proposed text
coherence model with the existing models.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces a review of recent work in this field; A detailed
explanation about the proposed model is presented in Section
3. Section 3 describes the development of a data corpus for
Bengali and English with misspelled word models and
calculates their word metrics; Section 4 discusses the
experimental setup and performance analysis results of the
proposed model; Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and
highlights the importance of text analysis in both English and
Bengali, including summaries and future opportunities.
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II. RELATED WORK
In this section, the main categories of existing text
coherence analysis methods are reviewed and described. In
1998 Flotz [4] proposed the first text coherence evaluation
model. In his model, text coherence is defined by checking
semantic relatedness between sentences that are adjacent to
each other where lexical meaning is used to compute semantic
relatedness which is a vector-based representation. Since
1998, many researchers proposed several text coherence
analysis models such as entity-based model [10-16], syntactic
pattern-based models 17], discourse relation-based models
[18], content-based model via Hidden Markov Model [19, 20],
coreference resolution-based model [21, 22] and cohesiondriven based model [23]. These models use a supervised
learning approach to obtain text coherence by computing the
relationship between adjacent sentences based on the lexical
chain [13, 24] which is the lexical cohesion structure
representation of a text.
The entity-based text coherence analysis model is one of
the most popular methods that analyses the grammatical role of
words in adjacent sentences and evaluates the local coherence
[25] by extracting a pattern from adjacent sentences. Initially,
R. Barzilay, M. Lapata [12, 14, 26] proposed the model but in
recent years some modern approaches such as neural network
models [27] and original bipartite graph [28] models, were
proposed to overcome the limitation ability of entity grade to
detect consistency in just neighbor sentences [29].
Petersen and Simonsen [30] proposed another novel
method based on graph theory and the entropy method for
measuring the consistency between sentences in a document. In
their model they increased more nouns in the document which
increases adverse information in text focusing and is the
limitation of the lower score for global coherence analysis.
Another graph theory-based novel model was introduced by M.
Mesgar [31] for coherence features based on frequent
subgraphs where texts are consistent with particular patterns in
extracted subgraphs and compare their ability to measure the
readability of Wall Street Journal articles [31] using an entity
graph coherence model.
Another popular text coherence evaluation [32-34]
approach is based on statistical machine translation algorithms
such as the EM and IBM Algorithms [12, 24], where the
meaning of each word in the target language represents several
words and each word establishes a link into multiple sentences
and finds coherence using this link word. However, these
algorithms cannot overcome semantic feature limitations.
Modern approaches such as neural networks [3], deep neural
models [1, 3], recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [35, 36], etc.
overcome semantic feature limitations and sentence ordering
problems by using distributed representation and extracting
syntactic representation of discourse coherence [3]. A deep
neural network tries to calculate local and global coherence
[37] and the RNN network is used to obtain distributed
representation [3] of the sentences and sequence modeling
tasks [34]. Sennan [42] proposed a text coherence model based
on the sentence ordering task, but they did not discuss words
outside of vocabulary or misspellings. Nevertheless, there are
some limitations because text coherence analysis is a very

challenging task in natural language processing. Different from
the above studies, a new text coherence model has been
proposed where the deep neural network is to find sentence
discourse coherence and Misspelling Oblivious Embeddings
[2] used to obtain the correct format and actual meaning of
several words in a document.
III. PROPOSED MODEL
The main goal of this work is to develop an architecture
based on a deep learning network that can predict text
coherence in both Bangla and English text documents. Fig. 1
shows a simple process of the proposed system consisting of
four main phases: preprocessing, feature extraction, training,
and prediction. The following subsections outline detailed
explanations for each level of the proposed system.
A. Collecting Data and Preprocessing
The two most widely used corpora [12, 17, 20, 22, 41], one
is a collection of aviation accident reports, and the other corpus
is American earthquake-related news has been used for English
text coherence analysis. The accident reports-related dataset
contains 4500 compositions, where per composition have 11
sentences on average and American earthquake-related news
has 3000 compositions, with an average of 10 sentences in
each composition.
However, for the Bengali language, no dataset is available
to identify the textual consistency of any text document. In this
study, data was crawled from several social media, online
newspapers, etc. A total of 7121 text documents have been
crawled where 3565 texts are consistent and 3556 texts are in
inconsistent class. Crowd-sourced data are initially labeled
according to coherent and incoherent class. Table III
summarizes some of the features of the developed dataset.
Preprocessing is used to convert raw data into a state where
the machine can easily parse it. Several techniques were used
for data preprocessing. The tokenization technique is used to
convert data from sentences to words by dividing the sentence
into sets of tokens. The text clear and stop word removal
technique is used to remove special characters, punctuation,
numbers and unnecessary words. In this research The Natural
Language Toolkit (NLTK) is used to complete preprocessing
where NLTK provides all text processing libraries, such as
tokenization, stemming, parsing, tagging, and semantics
reasoning.

Fig. 1. Simple Process of the Proposed Text Coherence Detection System.
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TABLE III.
Properties

DATASET SUMMARY

Bengali Data Corpus

English Data Corpus

Coherent

Incoherent

Coherent

Incoherent

Total documents

3565

3556

3780

3720

Number of words

122345

233558

148388

225952

Unique words

15450

18490

16735

21687

Avg. words per doc.

34.32

65.68

39.25

60.74

Max. text length

340

2310

510

2690

Min. text length

4

10

1

5

1500

2500

1200

2000

Number of
misspelling words

B. Sentence Matrix
Each sentence contains a combination of several
meaningful words that must be translated into true-value
feature vectors, and the combination of all vectors is used to
form a sentence matrix. Some words in a sentence may be
misspelled words or even out of vocabulary that cannot be
directly translated into feature vectors. The misspellings
embedding (MOE) [2] model is used to find the correct word
from misspelled words.
C. Word Embedding with Misspelling Word Model
Facebook introduces a new word embedding method
named Misspelling Oblivious Embeddings (MOE) [2] which
extends fastText [38] architecture to handle out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) [2] limitations during natural language processing.
fastText was built by extending Word2Vec architecture which
uses skip-gram models with negative sampling and the
SoftMax activation function.
Popular pretrained word embedding methods such as
word2vec [7, 8], GloVe [9], fastText [38], etc. provide word
vectors during training but fail to produce word embedding
when words are out-of-vocabulary (OOV). MOE word
embedding methods work by considering slang, misspellings,
or abbreviations. The MOE calculated the weighted sum of
two-loss functions which are the semantic loss and spell
correction loss functions. The semantic loss function captures
the semantic relationship between words denoted by LFT and
spell correction loss function map words to find the correct word
embedding denoted by LSC. The MOE [2] is defined as follows:

Fig. 2 shows the word embedding generation process using
a fastText model where the N-gram method splits the word into
subwords. For example, “orange” word can be split into “ora”,
“nge”, “ang”, “oran”, “rang”, “ange”, “orang” and “range”
subwords, and the sum of all subword embedding vector is
considered as the embedding of “orange” word.
Similarly, Fig. 3 shows the misspelled word embedding
generation process where each word consists of pairs (X, C) of
a word where X denotes all possible misspelled words as
shown in Table IV for a specific correct root word C. If a word
is combination of two, three or more root words as shown in
Table V then MOE [2] use N-gram method to split the word
into all root words then find the correct root word from
misspelled word and calculates word embedding by
performing doc products between the sum of input vectors of
the misspelled word and correct word.

Fig. 2. Generating Word Embedding using FastText.
TABLE IV.

Misspelled Subword(X)
,
,

,
,

,

,

,

, etc.

, etc.

TABLE V.
Combine
Word

ক

ন

SOME COMBINE WORD WITH ROOT WORD

Root words
,

ন

The misspelling model has a large vocabulary [2] and a set
of pairs (misspelling, correction) for the spell correction word.
This network model is used to process the first part of our
datasets, where there are misspelled words, out-of-vocabulary
words, etc. Then we apply the fastText [38] model to obtain
word embedding vectors of our corpus.

,

Correct Spelled Subword(C)

ছাকরি, চারকরি, চাখরি, চাকিী, etc.

(1)
where α is the hyperparameter, T is the text corpus and M
is the misspellings dataset. Define abbreviations and acronyms
the first time they are used in the text, even after they have
been defined in the abstract.

SOME ROOT WORD WITH MISSPELLED WORD

ন,
, ন

Combine Word

Root words

ন

ন

ন

ন

ন ন
ক ক

, ন,
ন,

নন

ন

ন,

, ক ক,

ন, ন

D. Proposed Coherence Detection Architecture
Coherence can be detected by considering all text or
paragraphs in a composition or considering two consecutive
paragraphs. However, there can be another way to find text
coherence that considering any two or three paragraphs makes
the whole article semantically coherent which is applied in our
model. For example, if one chooses the first sentence and last
sentence from multiple sentences in composition and finds
coherence then it will be said that the composition is
semantically consistent.
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1) Model inputs: Since this study considers words out of
vocabulary, misspelled words, etc. therefore, the input of the
proposed coherence model will be the output of the
misspelling word embedding model which are word vectors of
different types of words. Every time the proposed architecture
considers three paragraphs as input into the model from the
composition. Then determine the word vector of the selected
paragraph and iterate the process until all paragraphs are
selected.
2) Proposed text coherence methods: A deep learning
[1,39,40] network is used to process the current word
embedding output and train the model based on a large
Bengali and English data corpus. Fig. 4 shows the proposed
model where each time processes three paragraphs to find text
coherence among three sentences. A word embedding matrix
with a 50-dimensional size is formed by concatenating all
word vectors in a finite size vocabulary. Convolutional neural
networks have been applied to the proposed model and
various filters have been used which is a matrix of weights to
extract useful patterns from input sentences. The global max
pooling layer and rectified linear (ReLU) function defined as
max (0, x), are used to increase the accuracy after the

convolution layer. Then, the first sentence is concatenated
with the second sentence and second sentence with the third
sentence and third sentence is concatenated with the first
sentence to compute sentence-to-sentence similarity. This
model used several hidden and softmax layers which are a
series of convolutional and pooling operations, to find
coherence the probability of these three sentences.
3) Prediction: Sigmoid activation function is used to
calculate coherence probabilities of three sentence in output
layer. This activation function also used as threshold on
testing set. The trained classifier model has been used for
coherence prediction based on testing set. If the threshold is
Th and predicted probability is P then predicted class C can be
defined as:
{

(2)

Since the proposed text coherence model classifies coherent
and incoherent classes as binary classifications, the sigmoid
activation function is used without changing the default
threshold value.

Fig. 3. Misspelling Word Embedding Generation Process using FastText.
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Fig. 4. Proposed Text Coherence Model.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The goal of the experiments is to evaluate the proposed
model for two types of datasets and make a comparison
between the proposed model and other coherent analysis
models. The open-source Google Colab platform was used to
conduct the test experiment where the Python version was 3.7,
TensorFlow was 2.2.1, Pandas 1.3.3, and Scikit-learn version
was 0.22.2. Panda data frame is used for data set preparation
and Scikit-learn for training and testing purposes. This study
initially examined the dataset from each original document by
setting the dimension size of the matrix to 50, the size of the
convolution filter to 4, the batch size to 500, and the total
number of epochs to 20. Datasets for testing and training, the
proposed model uses 80% of the total data for the train and
20% of the total dataset as the test dataset. Every dataset
contains misspelled words, out-of-vocabulary words,
punctuation, etc. fastText and MOE model used to compute the
word embedding matrix for each data corpus. fastText
pretrained Bengali word embedding vectors and MOE models
are used for misspelling words to construct a word embedding
matrix for Bengali text documents. A collection of pairs
(misspellings, corrections) with 2,746,061 vocabulary sizes has
been used for Bengali and English language datasets to obtain
the proper word vector of the misspelled word or out of the
vocabulary word in a data corpus. For both the Bengali and
English lingual datasets, positive samples are labeled with 1,
and 0 is labeled for all negative samples.

A. Measures of Evaluation
Statistical and graphical measure are used to show the
performance of the proposed system based on Accuracy,
Precision, Recall and F1-score.
1) Accuracy: A mathematical measure that indicates that a
classifier correctly classifies or prohibits a condition. This is
known as the symmetry of the actual results in the amount of
samples tested.
(3)
Where, TP = True positive; FP = False positive; TN = True
negative and FN = False negative.
2) Precision: is the ratio of how many text documents are
actually coherent among the whole documents. Precision is
defined by.
(4)
3) Recall: is the ratio of how many text documents are
classified correctly as coherent among total coherent text.
Recall

(5)

4) F1-Score: The weighted average of accuracy and
precision. This mathematical assessment metric is used to
decide which of these different classifications needs to be
chosen.
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F1-Score

(6)

B. Result of Proposed Model on English Data Corpus
For the training and evaluation of the English data corpus,
positive cliques have been used as coherent documents from
the original training document, and other documents contain
sentences that were replaced by each other in a set of negative
clique datasets. The proposed model has been applied on the
English data corpora and made a comparison of proposed
results with other existing methods such as DCM [1],
Recursive [3], Recurrent [3], Entity Grid [14], HMM [17],
HMM + Content [17], Conference + Syntax [14], and Graph
[29] as shown in Table VI. According to Table VI proposed
model achieves better performance than all other existing
coherent frameworks.

language. In the accidental data corpus, there are some
misspelled words so existing models cannot evaluate these
error words. As a result, their accuracy score is lower than the
proposed model. However, the proposed model shows 12%
accuracy in Fig. 6 which is equal to the accuracy of other
models named DCM, recursive, and HMM + content text.
Because there is no misspelled word in the test data set. So, the
proposed model produces equal accuracy likes other coherence
models.
ACCIDENT DATA CORPUS

Graph
11%
Proposed Model
Conference+Sy
ntax
10%

DCM

TABLE VI.

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT COHERENCE MODELS ON
ENGLISH DATA CORPUS

Recurrent

Accident

Earthquake

Average

Proposed Model

0.986

0.977

0.981

DCM

0.950

0.995

0.973

HMM

Recursive

0.864

0.976

0.920

HMM+Content

Recurrent

0.840

0.951

0.895

Conference+Syntax

Entity Grid

0.904

0.872

0.888

HMM

0.822

0.938

0.880

HMM + Content

0.742

0.953

0.848

Conference + Syntax

0.765

0.888

0.827

Graph

0.846

0.635

0.741

HMM and Entity Grid require manual feature engineering
and sentence representation where the proposed model can
automatically learn sentence representation. The recursive and
recurrent models use syntactic parsers to construct a syntactic
tree and then calculate semantic coherence, which requires
expensive preprocessing time. Proposed model uses a deep
neural network for automatic preprocessing and makes the
effort required of feature engineering unnecessary.
Fig. 5 shows the text coherence analysis accuracy result as
a pie diagram of accidental data corpus and the accuracy of the
text coherence on the earthquake data is shown in Fig. 6. In
Fig. 5, proposed model produces 13% accuracy which is higher
than other coherence models on accidental data in the English

DCM
12%

Recursive

Model Name

Compared with the DCM model, proposed model generates
a strong semantic relationship between sentences by using the
misspelling oblivious word embedding model which is missing
in other text coherence analysis methods. The deep coherence
model uses a convolutional neural network for text coherence
assessment and word2vec as pretrained word embedding
vectors for matrix construction of each sentence so that out of
the context word, it cannot calculate and sometimes constructs
an incorrect sentence matrix. Proposed model used fastText as
pretrained word embedding vectors to compute the word
embedding for sentence matrix construction and used the
misspelling oblivious word embedding model to calculate out
of vocabulary words and produced a better result than the
DCM model.

Proposed
Model
13%

Entity Grid

HMM+Content
9%
Recursive
11%
HMM
11%
Entity Grid
12%

Graph

Recurrent
11%

Fig. 5. English Text Coherence Analysis on Accidental Data.
EARTHQUAKE DATA CORPUS
Graph
8%
Proposed Model

Conference+Sy
ntax
11%

Proposed
Model
12%

DCM

DCM
12%

Recursive
Recurrent
Entity Grid

HMM+Content
12%

HMM
HMM+Content

Recursive
12%

Conference+Syntax
Graph

HMM
11%
Entity Grid
11%

Recurrent
11%

Fig. 6. English Text Coherence Analysis on Earthquake Data.

C. Result of Proposed Model on Bengali Data Corpus
There is no single standard method for analyzing Bengali
text consistency. Five separate classification algorithms are
used to evaluate the proposed system to find the best method
for analyzing Bangla text continuity. To calculate for the best
accuracy, the first Bengali dataset was created without
considering misspellings and applied the experiment of all text
coherence models to the datasets. Table VII reports the results
of the proposed model and a comparison of other existing text
coherence methods, such as DCM [1], Recursive [3], entity
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71.83

67.41

78.79
64.22

79.75
77.46

83.31
73.09

43.78

60

34.4

50
40
30
20
10
0
Proposed fastText
model

DCM

Coherent

Recursive HMM

Entity
Grid

Incoherent

66.04

80

78.78
71.91

90

62.2

100

70
60

57.56
68.86

Fig. 7. F1-Score of different Text Coherence Model without Considering
Misspelling Words.
87.07

Similarly, Fig. 8 shows the f1 scores of various coherent
models applied to the dataset containing misspelled words. The
F1 score suggests that the proposed model is more suitable for
text consistency analysis than other existing models. This is
because the proposed model has achieved the highest F1 score
for both coherent (90.06%) and inconsistent (88.57%) classes.

70

72.7

Fig. 7 depicts the f1-score of different text coherence
technique without considering misspelled words where
proposed model achieved maximum of 83.38% f1-score and
lowest f1-score is 20.37% obtain from HMM text coherence
method.

80

82.85

Table VIII shows a comparison of performance between
different text coherence models on misspelled words. First, the
fast text model has been applied to the Bengali dataset, but the
training datasets have a lot of out of vocabulary and
misspellings words. Fast text word embedding vectors cannot
generate an actual sentence matrix for all Bengali words, and
text consistency accuracy is very low in Bengali. Then the
proposed model with MOE method has been applied in Bangla
data corpus and achieved better results than the fast text model.
Using the MOE method, significant changes have been made
and more accurate accuracy has been shown for the Bangla
data corpus. Other text integrated methods, such as DCM,
Entity Grid and HMM models, are applied to the Bangla data
corpus and produce lower results than the proposed model.

90

90.06
88.57

grid [14], and HMM [17], for the Bengali data corpus. The
proposed model has achieved maximum accuracy of 80.46%
where the maximum precision value from HMM model is
85.30% and the maximum recall value of 95.87% obtained
from the fastText model.

83.38
76.33
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TABLE VII. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT COHERENCE MODELS ON
BENGALI DATA CORPUS WITHOUT CONSIDERING MISSPELLEING WORDS

30
Model Name

Accuracy (%)

Precision (%)

Recall (%)

Proposed model

80.46

76.29

91.90

10

fastText Model

79.40

73.66

95.87

0

DCM

78.67

78.99

80.52

Recursive

73.37

68.41

92.87

Entity Grid

62.47

59.83

89.84

HMM

56.46

85.30

21.54

TABLE VIII. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT COHERENCE MODELS ON
MISSPELLEING WORDS
Model Name

Accuracy (%)

Precision (%)

Recall (%)

Proposed model

89.67

89.68

90.46

fastText Model

78.94

74.28

93.66

DCM

72.24

67.14

93.24

Recursive

75.82

73.84

84.42

Entity Grid

64.08

77.36

45.83

HMM

52.39

93.69

11.43

20

Proposed fastText
model

DCM

Coherent

Recursive HMM

Entity
Grid

Incoherent

Fig. 8. F1-Score of different Text Coherence Model with Misspelling
Words.

The Receiver Operator Characterization (ROC) curve is an
important evaluation metric that plots the probability of True
Positive Rate (TPR) as opposed to the False Positive Rate
(FPR) of different Threshold values and shows the Area Under
the Curve (AUC) of various machine learning classifiers. The
ROC curve analysis of the various text coherence models
shown in Fig. 9 and 10. The ROC curve in Fig. 9 is drawn from
a general data set where misspelled words are not considered
here. Proposed model obtained the maximum AUC value of
79.7% where the AUC value of other text coherence model is
lower than the proposed model. The Fast Text model and the
DCM model provide similar AUC values of 78% but HHM
Text coherence model shows 58.70% AUC values which is too
poor for text coherence classification.
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Fig. 9. ROC Curve of different Text Coherence Model without Considering
Misspelling Words.

The proposed method gives better results when misspelled
words are considered during the test and AUC value is 89.30%
as shown in Fig. 10 where accuracy is much higher than the
previous AUC value of 79.70% shown in Fig. 9. However, the
AUC value of other text-based models remains the same as the
previous AUC values. The AOC values of the existing model
in Fig. 10 are slightly different but not like the proposed model.
This presents that the proposed model performs more
accurately during the classification of coherence classes in the
dataset.

Fig. 10. ROC Curve of different Text Coherence Model with Misspelling
Words.

The test data contains some misspelled words and the
proposed model gives better results than other text coherence
models because other methods may not work on misspelled
words which is the main imitation of all other methods. This
presents that the proposed model performs more accurately
during the classification of coherence classes in the dataset.
V. CONCLUSION
In this research paper, the main objective of this study was
to calculate the text consistency with misspelled words in
Bengali language. A model has been proposed based on a deep
neural network and MOE method for text coherence analysis.
For experimental analysis, both Bengali and English data

corpora have been tested and the proposed model shows
significant improvement in text coherent assessment. The
proposed model shows an average accuracy of 98.1% in
English text coherence analysis for datasets considering
misspelled words which is higher than the existing models. For
the analysis of Bengali text coherent, this study experimented
on two types of datasets. One type of dataset contains common
words and another type of dataset contains out-of-vocabulary,
misspelled words, etc. The proposed model prediction for
general datasets shows 80.46% accuracy and misspelled
datasets 89.67%. The accuracy of other models is appropriate
for general datasets but the accuracy goes down for misspelling
datasets. The accuracy of fastText, DCM, Recursive, Entity
Grid, and HMM models is 79.40%, 78.67%, 73.37%, 62.47%,
and 56.46% respectively for normal dataset but for misspelling
dataset accuracy is 78.94%, 72.24%, 75.82%, 64.08% and
52.39% respectively which is less than the normal dataset
accuracy. However, the proposed model performs better
accuracy for both normal and misspelled datasets and increases
the accuracy for misspelling dataset than a normal dataset.
Currently, this study uses limited (key, value) pairs for word
misspelling but for more accuracy, it requires a huge collection
of word pairs for misspelled words which is the main limitation
of the proposed model.
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